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Abstract

Traffic system and its enhancement with the use of new technologies is an important element in the future development of cities. In the near future development toward traffic with autonomous vehicles is expected. Those vehicles can have a different level of autonomy but fully autonomous vehicles will result in great changes of traffic systems as well as standards for traffic infrastructure design. In this paper, a short overview of existing studies in the field of development and implementation, as well as the challenges in introducing autonomous cars, will be presented. In the paper, the results of survey named “Smart mobility survey”, done in Croatia but also internationally, and the comparison of the results are presented.
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1 Introduction

Urban areas were always in the past changed because of development of traffic facilities and implementation of new transportation modes in the city traffic. The main change to the urban environment came with the massive use of personal cars after 2nd world war which firstly were the development factor for the cities by enabling easier mobility but in last decades became, in many senses, the obstacle for the quality of life in urban areas. The main negative impact that urban traffic produces today listed by [1] are noise and vibration, energy consumption, air pollution, traffic safety issues but also the loss of urban living space and visual intrusions. At the same time as solutions for resolving environmental problems in towns, European citizens emphasized: improvement of public transport, more pedestrian areas, and cycling infrastructure as well as great reduction of car traffic [2]. The concept of Smart city seems to be the solution for our cities in the future. There are several different definitions of “Smart cities” based on the various characteristics related to the adjective “Smart” and the noun “City.” The Smart City commonly involves new intelligent technological tools, services, and applications integrated into platforms, providing interoperability and coordination among several sectors, which are crucial for the future life of urban communities and have impacts on the environment [3]. Therefore, “Smart cities” are an endeavor to make cities more efficient, sustainable and livable for human beings [4].

As solutions that are presently in the testing phase but regarding some sources are almost certain to be dominant on road network in next 20-30 years the autonomous vehicles (hereafter AVs) are pointed [5]. Although today the perspective of having only self-driving cars on the streets seems far away, many aspects of introducing AVs in everyday traffic are analyzed and many studies on the topic done world-wide. Introduction of self-driving erases many issues, not only connected with engineering and space planning but also with ethics, law, sociology, psychology...
In this paper, a short overview of existing researches in the field of development and implementation as well as the challenges in introducing AVs are presented. Also, the results of survey named “Smart mobility survey” done with the aim to gather opinions on present ICT traffic services as well as on the potential introduction of autonomous vehicles in the transport system, are shown.

2 AVs: advantages, risks, changes in road design

There are different definitions in use for vehicles that move without driver interference such as: automated vehicles, autonomous vehicles, self-driving vehicles and driverless vehicles. Automated vehicles are those that use on-board equipment to perform one or more driving tasks automatically. Self-driving vehicles are designed to drive autonomously, without the control of a human driver. Based on this definition “self-driving vehicles” actually, belong to the wider family of automated vehicles. Another distinction found in the literature is based on the degree to which the automated vehicle is “autonomous”, relying solely on its on-board equipment to collect information, take decisions and inform tasks, or “connected”, i.e. in communication with other vehicles, personal devices (e.g. smart-phones) or the surrounding traffic infrastructure to collect information and perform driving tasks [6]. However, in a literature, the term autonomous vehicles is used in relation to the highest degree of autonomy in driving. According to [7] autonomous vehicles “is designed to be capable of safely completing journeys without the need for a driver in all normally encountered traffic, road and weather conditions”. In that sense, the term autonomous vehicle is used in this paper.

2.1 Levels of automation

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE International) created a six-level classification (standard J3016) of road vehicles spanning from level 0 – no automation to level 6 – full automation (Figure 1) [8].

![SAE International’s Levels of Automation](image)

Figure 1  SAE International’s Levels of Automation [8]

The European Road Transport Research Advisory Council (ERTRAC) has provided the expected date for the possible deployment of different automation systems in different SAE Levels [5]. Some of these systems are already deployed within the Level 0, Level 1 and Level 2: Lane Change Assist, Park Distance Control, Lane Departure Warning, Front Collision Warning, Anti-Lock System, Electronic Stability Control, Emergency Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control, Parking Assist with automated steering, Lane Keeping Assist advanced Park and Traffic Jam Assist. Level 3 systems include Traffic Jam Chauffeur and Highway Chauffeur systems which detect a slow-driving vehicle in front and then handle the vehicle both longitudinally and laterally. The possible deployment of these systems is foreseen in 2018. Highway pilot is a system
which enables automated driving up to 130 km/h on motorways or motorway-like roads from the entrance to exit, on all lanes, including overtaking movements. The driver must deliberately activate the system, but does not have to monitor it constantly, also vehicle-to-vehicle communication, cooperative systems, ad-hoc convoys can be created. This system is expected within level 4, in 2020–2024. Fully automated vehicle system which will be able to handle all driving without any input from the passenger/driver is expected within the Level 5, in 2026–2030 [5]. It is evident that some levels have already been achieved and many systems are widely used in existing vehicles, although many people/drivers do not perceive it.

2.2 Testing of AVs in the world; positive and negative impacts

Despite the ubiquitous fear of giving up driving control, testing of AVs has already begun widely. The first testing of AVs happened during the “PROUD-Car Test 2013” event (on July 12, 2013 in Parma, Italy) when a vehicle moved autonomously and in total safety on a mixed traffic route (rural, freeway, and urban) open to public traffic, with nobody on the driver seat [9]. Today, testing of AVs in the United States is permitted by law in California, Nevada, Tennessee, Michigan and Florida. In Europe, the legal provisions allowing autonomous vehicles to participate in road traffic are introduced in Spain, Italy, Greece, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Finland [10].

The first known fatal accident involving an AVs took place in Williston, Florida on 7 May 2016 while a Tesla Model S electric car was engaged in Autopilot mode. The driver was killed in a crash with a large 18-wheel tractor-trailer. By the time of this event, the Tesla AVs (level two by SAE) overcame a total route length of 130 million miles without fatal accidents. The first known pedestrian fatality involving an AVs happened on 19 March 2018. A preliminary investigation showed that the vehicle was moving around 40 miles per hour when it struck a woman who was walking with her bicycle on the street. According to Michałowska et al. [10] these fatalities show the weaknesses of used technology, indicating that it is still the early stage of its development. Also, it shows the interdisciplinary of road safety issues, which in the combination of man-vehicle-ITS-road takes on a new dimension. According to WHO and global report on road safety 2015 [11], there are 1.25 million road traffic deaths every year, so maybe the proliferation of AVs will be the solution to the problem of road traffic accidents. Yet there are a number of positive and negative impacts of AVs according to [12]. Those are:

• safety (less crashed due to human error but more crashes due to new risk situations;
• environment (less energy use, fuel consumption, and pollution)
• mobility (less congestion, higher road capacity, more younger, elderly and disabled users, but more congestion due to increased travel demand and public transportation)
• security (less criminal and terrorist activity due to vehicle control, but more criminal and terrorist activity through hacking)
• costs (fewer crash costs, no need for professional drivers of taxis and commercial vehicles, but higher costs due to equipment infrastructure maintenance...)
• land use (parking spaces can be located outside city centers, more green spaces but sprawled development patterns as a result of lower Value of Travel Time).

The issue with new technologies for driving experience is that they impact directly the criteria for road design. These criteria should be taken into consideration by road designers, researchers, and owners.

3 Survey about acceptance of AVs

Different surveys about the AVs and their impact on our future life were carried out in the world. The results of survey carried out by TNS Opinion & Social network in the 28 Member States of the European Union in 2014 show that 61 % of respondents (69 % in Croatia) say that
they would feel uncomfortable travelling in an AVs and 52 % (62 %) would feel uncomfortable about transporting goods in an autonomous or driverless commercial vehicle or lorry [13].

Figure 2  The acceptance of AVs; left answers to the question “Travel yourself in an autonomous car”; right answers to the question “Transport goods in autonomous cars” [13]

This and many other studies indicate a non-negligible level of reluctance. Recent studies, however [14, 15] display a somewhat more positive picture of the public opinion on fully automated driving. All the above indicates the need for additional mobility behaviour investigation. The transportation research group at UNIKORE during 2017 [16] designed the sample of more than 1,000 users, considering academic profiles and the field of public authorities, but also students or retired people, covering an age range between 20 and 70 years old. The geographical location of the most of sample was Italy, and 15 % was from other European countries or the Middle East. This survey was a part of a project TrafficO – a social network for communities’ urban mobility” which was funded by PON R&C – 2007 – 2013.

In addition to the request for common user identification data (sex, age, marital status, city, etc.), four questions about different mobility related solutions were asked. The first question was to qualify each respondent on the availability of certain types of transport service in relation to his/her home-town. The second question was to evaluate the individual’s ability to attribute “smart” to a specific service or system of transportation. The third question gathered the opinion about the impact of new technologies applied to transport systems in their daily lives. The fourth question gathered the opinion about the impact of new technologies applied to transport systems on the everyday life of their “Smart city.”

Different mobility related solutions were examined in the survey: Info-mobility signage, E-ticketing, Emergency services live tracking, Walking bus, Biometric scanning for check-ins, Dynamic queuing management, Dangerous goods live tracking, In-vehicle navigation tools, Bike sharing, Driverless Car, Delivery goods live-tracking, Public transport live-tracking, Vehicle Sharing, Demand Responsive Transport (Uber, Lyft, Juno, etc.), Vehicle pooling, E-parking and Telepass/E-pass.

The same survey was done in Croatia, in January 2018, with the sample of 185 users, mostly young people (20-30 years), and mostly among students and people working in educational institutions. The results of Croatian survey showed a good familiarity (more than 50 % of the sample have used it) with in-vehicle navigation services, infomobility signage, demand responsive transport (DRT) and delivery goods tracking, while the results of UNIKORE survey showed a good familiarity with e-ticketing and in-vehicle navigation services. Only a few have experienced innovations such as driverless cars (AVs), dynamic queuing management or emergency vehicle live tracking (Figure 3).

In Croatian survey, in-vehicle navigation tools, public transportation live tracking and delivery goods live tracking stand out as the “smartest” mobility related solutions because at the moment they are most used and recognized (as shown in Figure 3). In UNIKORE survey as the “smartest” mobility related solutions stand out E-ticketing and public transportation live tracking (Figure 4). AVs is also more recognized as “smart” mobility related solution comparing to Croatian survey.
Figure 3  The familiarity of different mobility related solutions

Figure 4  The opinion about different mobility related solutions

Figure 5  The impact of different mobility solutions on future daily life – Croatia

Figure 6  The impact of different mobility solutions on city’s daily life – Croatia
As shown in Figure 5 and 6, in Croatia people expect that in-vehicle navigation tools, info-mobility signage, DRT (demand responsive transport), public transportation live tracking and delivery goods live tracking will have the biggest impact (answers: good+high) on their future daily life and city’s daily life. All of the above is already used in everyday life (Figure 3) and is recognized as a “smart” mobility related solution (Figure 4). However, besides the above mentioned, the use of AVs is also highlighted, more than 35% of the sample expects to use AVs in everyday life in the future. The expected impact of AVs is different according to Croatia and UNIKORE survey if analyzing family status (Figure 7). The greatest impact on future daily life is expected by singles in Italy and by families in Croatia. Among those who answered that AVs will have a good or high impact on their future daily life are mostly people 20-40 years old, as expected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>impact of driverless cars on future daily life by family status - Croatia</th>
<th>impact of driverless cars on future daily life by family status - Italy</th>
<th>impact of driverless cars on future daily life by family status - Croatia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Pie chart 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Pie chart 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Pie chart 3" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7** Impact of AVs on future daily life.

### 4 Conclusions

Traffic systems in the cities rely today a lot on used IT solutions and it can be expected that the same trend will continue in the future. The major change in traffic systems will happen with the implementation of AVs. The surveys done in different EU countries show that mostly younger citizens (20-40 years) are open to the possible use of AVs but at the same time many of them have the ubiquitous fear of giving up driving control. Considering the above, it can be concluded that the introduction of the positive and negative aspects of different mobility solutions is necessary so that each of these solutions become a reality in future everyday life. As for the traffic and civil engineers in the next years, it will be important to test implication of AVs in road design and traffic management in order to prevent possible problems, especially regarding traffic safety.
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